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Preface
This is a study on the application and method of functionalization via polymer brushes.
We tried to adsorb and detect threat substances in the atmosphere using microfiber nonwoven fabric with better physical properties than before. This paper presents the
applications and possibilities of using polymer brushes.
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Abstract
As indoor residence time increases, public interest in threatening substances in the
atmosphere increases in modern society. We have pursued the development of adsorbents
targeting volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and influenza viruses among these
atmospheric threats. A polymer brush was decided to be used to develop an adsorbent,
and radiation-induced graft polymerization was selected to introduce the polymer brush.
Polymer brushes manufactured through radiation-induced graft polymerization have a
significant advantage in determining the amount and quality of functions imparted
through density control.
In the case of VOCs, it was attempted to detect and adsorb VOCs gas by introducing
metal ions into a polymer brush, focusing on the fact that metal complexes are
advantageous for sensing in the recent sensing field. A ligand capable of adsorbing VOCs
gas in a state of being coupled to metal was selected through a "Cambridge Crystal
Graphic Data Center (CCDC). In this experiment, 4-picolylamine (4-AMP) was
determined as a ligand. And copper was selected as a metal ion to adsorb VOCs gas.
4-AMP was introduced with an average molar conversion rate of 63%, and copper ions
were immobilized at a maximum of 0.51 mmol/g. The copper-immobilized 4-AMP-Copper
microfiber nonwoven fabric showed a 50% removal rate out of 4L of 50ppm acetone gas
at 170% degree of grafting. At this time, the acetone adsorbed by the 4-AMP-Copper
microfiber nonwoven fabric was 0.04 mmol/g-4-AMP-Copper.
In the case of the influenza virus, hemagglutinin and sialic acid on the surface of
influenza cells react specifically, so sialic acid was introduced into a polymer brush, and
the adsorption of influenza virus was targeted. However, it was judged that it was
difficult to handle the influenza virus directly, so an experiment was performed using
WGA, a lectin that specifically reacts with sialic acids, such as hemagglutinin. IDA-EDC
was introduced with an average molar conversion rate of 47%. In the case of Nacetylneuraminic acid microfiber nonwoven fabric (NANA MNWF) introduced with sialic
acid, when the degree of grafting was 87%, 118.2μg of 200μg of lectin was adsorbed,
showing a maximum adsorption amount of 59.1%. NANA MNWF showed a similar level
of adsorption when dg was 40-100%, but a decrease was observed when dg was 100% or
more.
In this experiment, an experiment was attempted in which the primary target was
also meaningful in giving functionality, away from the typical process of adsorbing the
target immediately after the ligand was introduced.
Keywords: polymer brush, VOCs, acetone, gas, influenza, virus, lectin, aerosol
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Chapter 1 General Introduction
1.1. Background
People's efforts for clean air began in the past. In the case of the USA, since 1950,
the Clean Air Act has been one of the most extensive regulatory bills passed in the
United States. As a result, the Clean Air Act has successfully reduced pollutant
concentrations, but very high costs have been paid to achieve this goal, and it is
unclear whether this is a result of regulations. Still, the effects of pollution reduction
have resonated with people in terms of health and well-being, and these benefits are
significant results [1]. Although it is difficult to analyze precisely whether pollution
reduction is due to regulation, the adoption and countermeasures of effective and
evidence-based regulations are essential as political intervention is the only way to
achieve significant improvements at high population levels [1,2].
The threat in the atmosphere does not distinguish between urban and rural areas.
The primary sources of pollution from cities include energy production,
transportation, residential cooking, fossil fuels for heating and waste incineration,
and sources from rural areas include kerosene, biomass, coal combustion,
agricultural waste incineration, and substances emitted from certain farming and
forestry activities. This includes volatile organic compounds generated from the use
or finishing of household goods and construction goods [3]. Also, atmospheric threats
don't just depend on chemicals. Infectious viruses are a prime example of the recent
problem in the atmosphere that has received the most attention. Representative
infectious viruses include the influenza virus and Covid-19, which have recently
emerged as the biggest problem. These two have in common that infection by
droplets and infection by contact occur [4-6]. Many countries continue to implement
regulations to prevent the spread of viruses and reduce the causes of air pollutants,
which has raised public awareness of the threats posed by viruses and air pollutants.
Due to the recent epidemic of the infectious virus, people spend more time indoors.
However, it is dangerous indoors because it is more affected by infectious viruses
and volatile organic compounds [4, 7-11]. The public is trying to relieve the anxiety
from these threats by purchasing air purifiers and masks. The purchasing trend of
these items is continuously increasing, and studies on air cleaning methods that can
purify these threats are constantly being actively conducted [12, 13].
Therefore, as part of a solution to the increasing atmospheric threat in this study,
we attempted to develop a novel atmospheric threat substance adsorbent through a
functional polymer brush of microfiber nonwoven fabric made using radiationinduced graft polymerization.
9

1.2. Polymer brush
Polymer brushes are soft material units that can be covalently bonded to the
surface of a substrate to induce functional and structural modifications [14-18].
Substrates using polymer brushes are receiving special attention in various fields
such as electronics, sensors, antifouling, biomimicry, catalysts, refining, medicine,
and energy due to their flexibility in adjusting the length and density of polymer
chains and the possibility of bonding additional functional molecules [14, 15].
The polymer brush approach can be divided as grafting-to and grafting-from
techniques depending on the fabrication process.

The grafting-to technique

covalently anchors the polymer chain or polymer unit onto the reactive surface of
the substrate, while the grafting-from technique forms a polymer chain or polymer
unit via polymerization from polymeric initiating moiety on the substrate surface.
The grafting-to technique generally forms a looser brush density than the graftingfrom technique because of steric hindrance caused by the previously attached
polymers in its coupling process at the interface [14, 17, 18]. In contrast to the
grafting-to technique, the grafting-from approach is known to be more suitable for
generating chains of high grafting density and thicker films. The immobilization of
the initiating group on the surface significantly increases the grafting density of the
chains. Polymer chains grow in situ on the surface of a dense initiating species and
remain bound to the substrate. Because of these attractive properties, the “grafting
from” approach is the preferred option for synthesizing polymer brushes with high
grafting density [17, 18]. Graft copolymerization can be initiated by various methods,
including chemical treatment, photochemical treatment, ionizing radiation (such as
gamma radiation, electron beam radiation, etc.), photo-irradiation, plasma-induced
techniques, enzymatic grafting, etc [16, 18].
We decided to use electron beam radiation-induced graft polymerization for the
graft copolymer method among these methods. When the substrate is irradiated
with an electron beam or gamma rays, a part of the substrate is destroyed, and a
site to which a functional polymer can bind is generated, called a radical. When a
functional polymer (monomer) reacts at the site where radicals are generated, a
graft chain is created from the radical. Polymer chains grafted onto a substrate in
which radicals have been generated during graft polymerization can generally be
classified into two categories of polymer chains. The graft chains that occur inside
the substrate are called polymer roots, and the graft chains that extend from the
surface of the substrate are called polymer brushes [16].
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In general, the substrate's hydrophobicity, roughness, stiffness/elasticity, and
chemical composition into which the polymer brush is introduced are critical factors
affecting performance. The observation of the entire surface is mainly confirmed by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used
primarily to ensure the roughness of the surface quantitatively. To ensure that the
polymer or biopolymer is properly attached to the surface, the chemical composition
of the surface must be analyzed. Usually, Infrared (IR) and Raman spectrometry can
be used to identify the functional material of the chemical/polymer. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) can analyze the electronic state and elemental
composition of a surface [14]. In this experiment, to confirm the introduction of the
polymer brush, we observed the surface through SEM and IR and identified the
introduced functional material.

Figure 1- 1. Density control of polymer brushes.

Figure 1- 2. Polymer brush and Polymer root.
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1.2.1. Radiation Graft Polymerization
Radiation-induced graft polymerization is a method that utilizes radicals
generated when a base substrate is irradiated with radiation, plasma, light, and
chemicals in a way that introduces various functionalities. The substrate polymers
primarily used include polyethylene, polypropylene, polytetrafluoroethylene, nylon
6, etc [16], and the shapes of the substrate polymers applied here vary, including
porous hollow fiber membranes, nonwoven fabrics, films, and nanotubes [19-27].
Graft polymerization has several properties that can be introduced depending on the
reacting monomer. In particular, In the case of a substrate polymer prepared by
reaction with the vinyl monomer glycidyl methacrylate (GMA), the prepared
substrate polymer has hydrophilicity and has the property of containing an epoxy
group, so it was used in this experiment [19-23, 26, 27]. In general, when polymer
brushes are fabricated using GMA as a monomer, the average length is known to be
35 nm [27]. However, it is reported that the length or density of the polymer brush
produced can be controlled by controlling the radiation dose or monomer
concentration and reaction time of the substrate made by the radiation graft
polymerization method [14-18]. We highly valued these advantages of the radiation
graft polymerization method and used them in this experiment.
The quantity and quality of the functional groups immobilized by reacting with
the monomer determine the performance of the polymer adsorbent, and in particular,
the density of the functional groups is a requirement directly related to the ability
to bind to the target. Although the grafting degree of functional groups generally
used is around 50% to 150%, it is also possible to prepare a base polymer having a
grafting degree of 200 to 300% or more. However, the physical strength tends to be
lowered when a base polymer has a grafting degree of 200~300% or more [16].

Figure 1- 3. Radiation-induced graft polymerization with GMA monomer
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1.3. Hazardous substances in the air
1.3.1. Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) have recently become a hot topic as one of the
biggest causes of indoor air pollution. VOC is a generic term for substances harmful
to the human body among substances that have a low boiling point in a liquid or
gaseous state and easily exist in the atmosphere [28]. Depending on their molecular
structure, VOCs include alkanes, alkenes, aromatic hydrocarbons, alcohols,
aldehydes, and ketones [28-30]. VOCs range from a variety of solvents used in
industries to organic gases emitted during production, particularly in the chemical,
petrochemical, pharmaceutical, food processing, pulp and paper, color printing and
painting industries, pharmaceutical factories, insulation, and automotive industries
[3, 29 -32]. We spend much of our daily life indoors in modern society, and indoor air
pollution caused by VOCs is a severe problem. In particular, VOCs are known to be
significantly affected by environmental factors such as confined spaces and humidity.
Since the concentration of VOC may be higher indoors than outdoors, special
attention is required [7-11].
The best-known term for indoor air pollution with VOCs is sick house syndrome
(SBS). SBS was first defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1982 and
described a set of symptoms commonly found indoors [10]. VOCs considered the
leading causes of SBS are formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, benzene, ethylbenzene,
limonene, p-dichlorobenzene, styrene toluene, xylene, and acetone. They are mainly
from building materials, paints, printing inks, or fumes from cooking [11].
Formaldehyde can burn your eyes or irritate your upper respiratory tract, even at
low concentrations, depending on environmental conditions such as temperature
and humidity. In addition to formaldehyde, exposure to VOCs increases the risk of
respiratory diseases such as pneumoconiosis and lung cancer and may cause
temporary irritation and inflammation of the skin, eyes, and nose [33, 34].
Exposure to VOCs can pose a significant threat to our safe indoor life. Therefore,
we would like to try adsorption and detecting VOCs through a substrate with a
polymer brush that gives various functionalities. Acetone, most commonly used as
the first step in VOCs adsorption, was targeted.
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1.3.1.1 Acetone
Acetone was previously included on the list of VOCs, but this is changing with the
recent trend of exclusion. However, being excluded from the list does not mean that
the risk does not exist. Acetone is mainly used in industrial sites and laboratories,
and the general public can also purchase it in a diluted state. Acetone is one of the
simplest ketones masquerading and affects human health when airborne
concentrations exceed 173 ppm [35]. Short-term exposure to acetone irritates the
central nervous system, aggravate the nose, throat, lungs, and eyes, and causes
headaches and dizziness. It may also produce vomiting symptoms. If very high
acetone levels are inhaled or exposed, one may lose consciousness and experience
skin irritation [36]. Because of these risks, it is essential to control the concentration
of acetone gas in the living environment or workplace [37]. In addition, acetone can
function as a biomarker for diseases through the amount contained in the breath
when a person exhale. It has been found that when the amount of acetone in the
expiratory volume differs from that of ordinary people, it can indicate the risk of
lung cancer, diabetes, dietary fat loss, congestive heart failure, and cerebral attack
[38–41]. Research is being actively conducted to develop ultra-sensitive sensors that
function as biomarkers for diseases. However, the effective high-sensitivity acetone
detection sensor proposed by modern research has several problems, such as
bulkiness and the need to operate at high temperatures. Therefore, there is a need
for a sensor material that can efficiently detect acetone with high sensitivity at room
temperature [41-45]. According to the danger of acetone and the need for detection,
acetone was selected as the initial target for VOCs removal and adsorption
experiments. If acetone, the simplest ketone, could be adsorbed, it would be
considered applicable to various volatile organic compounds (VOCs) adsorption.

Figure 1- 4. 3D and 2D image of Acetone molecule (image from molview.org).
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1.3.2. Influenza virus
1.3.2.1. Sugar chain cluster effect
Influenza virus hemagglutinin is known as a site that binds to human cells in the
viral infection pathway [46-50]. In the case of hemagglutinin, it binds to sialic acid
present in human cells through a specific reaction. Therefore, we aimed to develop
a polymer brush containing sialic acid to absorb the influenza virus as the final
target.
In general, sialic acid in human cells exists in the form of sugar chains.
Monosaccharides that makeup sugar chains include glucose, mannose, galactose,
fucose, xylose, N-acetylglucosamine, and sialic acid, and these sugar chains interact
with a single protein. In general, the interaction between a single sugar chain and
a single protein is weak because weak forces such as hydrogen bonding and
hydrophobic interactions mainly occur. Compensating for these shortcomings is the
sugar cluster effect or sugar chain polyvalent effect [51-55]. In other words, proteins
or glycolipids do not spread into cells but concentrate in some areas as needed to
form sugar clusters, increasing the binding force.
In the past, polyvalent N-acetylneuraminic acid-containing compounds were not
used clinically to treat or prevent influenza. Despite intensive research on
polyvalent inhibitors, the US FDA has not approved the use of polyvalent-based
compounds as therapeutics due to inconsistencies and pharmacokinetic issues [52].
However, with the functional demonstration of this sugar cluster effect in recent
studies, it has become a significant design guide for developing antibodies, antiviral
agents,

and

toxin

inhibitors

in

immunology

Figure 1- 5. Image of sialic acid sugar chain clusters bound to influenza virus.
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[53-57].

1.3.2.2. Influenza virus hemagglutinins and lectins
The direct use of the influenza virus in adsorption experiments required other
methods due to difficulties in handling. Therefore, the existence of a substance having
properties similar to hemagglutinin of the influenza virus began to be searched for.
As an alternative to the influenza virus used in adsorption experiments, we
considered targeting a lectin that can explicitly react with sialic acids, such as the
hemagglutinin (HA) of the influenza virus. N-Acetylneuraminic acid (NANA), one of
the sialic acids, is known to respond with H1-type hemagglutinin of influenza virus by
specific recognition [58-64]. Similar to the specific recognition reactions of NANA with
HA, Concanavalin A (ConA) [58, 63] and Wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) [58, 63, 64]
are also capable of specific recognition reactions with NANA.
Since we are in the initial stage of developing a virus adsorbent, it was thought that
the experiment using lectin does not require handling of influenza virus, so it is
possible to experiment with a safe state. Therefore, rather than directly adsorbing the
influenza virus in the design stage of the adsorption experiment, we tried to check
whether the lectin, which is non-hazardous material, can be adsorbed on the newly
developed adsorbent. Con A and WGA were candidates for the lectin to be used in the
experiment. However, in our lab's previous experiments, WGA had better adsorption
performance than Con A, so the adsorption target lectin was finally determined as
WGA.
Although the crystal structure of the influenza virus and WGA is different, both can
bind by NANA specific recognition and are considered helpful as alternatives to
determining whether the influenza virus is adsorbed or not without infection risk
during the experiment. WGA lectins are by-products of wheat processing, whose
structure has been described since the 1970s [64, 65]. WGA lectins are composed of
polypeptide chain homodimers [66] and are in the form of biaxial symmetry [68]. Polypeptides A, B, and C present in WGA are known to bind to N-Acetylglucosamine
(GlcNAc) residues [65, 69]. Figure 6 shows the crystal structure of the influenza virus
[70], which caused the worst pandemic in history in 1918, and the crystal structure of
the WGA lectin. Although the structures of these two proteins are different, in common,
both have the property of binding to NANA through specific recognition.
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Figure 1- 6. Protein database biological assembly (A: 1ruz, 1918 H1 Hemagglutinin, B:
1WGC_1, Wheat germ agglutinin, from Protein data base).
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1.4. Objectives and Outline of the Thesis
Experiments on imparting functionality through polymer brushes have been
recognized for their utility from the past and are being studied to develop better
materials through various materials and functional groups in many fields. In the past,
adsorption and removal experiments of primary targets such as heavy metals and
proteins contained in liquids were mainly performed using membranes, non-woven
fabrics, films, etc.
In the case of substrates manufactured with the technology at that time, substrates
with a high degree of graft or more had too much surface change, so functionality was
not well imparted or destroyed in some cases. However, with the development of science,
there have been many changes in the method of manufacturing and preparing substrates,
and materials in which the unit of the substrate structure is made of micro or nano units
are frequently used in recent materials. Even with the same type of substrate, the
smaller the structural unit, the more surface area can be used for adsorption with the
target, which significantly affects the adsorption and sensing results.
We selected nonwoven fabric, one of the most common substrates, as the base material
for this study. In general, the advantage of non-woven fabrics is that they have large
pores compared to other substrates, so they are not easily clogged and have strong
durability [21]. As a disadvantage, since the pores are vast, the surface area in which
the functional group bonded to the nonwoven comes into contact with the adsorption
target is smaller than that of other substrates, giving the impression that it is
disadvantageous for adsorption or sensing. However, in modern experiments, various
attempts such as shape transformation and coating are being made to supplement the
characteristics of the nonwoven fabric. The non-woven fabric we used is a non-woven
fabric manufactured by ENEOS Corporation. It is woven with microfibers and overcomes
the disadvantage of wide pore size while maintaining the advantages of general nonwoven fabrics. I want to discuss the method and experiment of introducing a functional
group using this microfiber nonwoven fabric and selecting the primary target for
adsorption of the secondary target.
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Scheme 1-1. Schematic diagram of secondary target adsorption using the primary target
material introduced into the polymer brush.
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Chapter 2 Metal Ion Immobilized Polymer Brush for VOCs Gas
2.1. Introduction
As air pollution is of worldwide concern, interest in indoor air quality increases in
industry and general households. There are various causes of indoor air pollution,
however, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are one of the biggest problems. VOCs
are a generic term for materials having a low boiling point in a liquid or gas state
and easily present in the atmosphere [1], and according to a molecular structure,
VOCs include alkane, alkene, aromatic hydrocarbon, alcohol, aldehyde, and ketone
[1-3]. VOCs-producing industries include organic gas, chemicals, petrochemicals,
pharmaceuticals, food processing, pulp and paper, color printing and painting,
pharmaceutical factories, insulation, and automobile industries [2-5]. In particular,
VOCs, an indoor air pollutant, can cause dangerous conditions for the human body
as their concentration may be higher indoors than outdoors because they are highly
affected by the environment such as enclosed places and humidity [6-8]. We are
currently spending most of our daily and working times indoors because of the risk
of virus infection. Therefore, it is challenging to be completely free from VOCs in
everyday life and industrial sites, and this is a severe problem, so we aimed to detect
and adsorb VOCs.
We set our target as acetone as the first attempt at adsorbing VOCs. Acetone,
one of the simplest ketones, used to be treated as VOCs in many countries in the
past, however, In modern society, it is a trend that acetone is excluded from the
VOCs list. Still, this does not mean that acetone is not dangerous. Acetone is mainly
used in industrial sites and laboratories, and the general public can also purchase it
in a diluted state. Short-term exposure to acetone irritates the central nervous
system, aggravate the nose, throat, lungs, and eyes, and causes headaches and
dizziness. It may also produce vomiting symptoms. If very high acetone levels are
inhaled or exposed, one may lose consciousness and experience skin irritation [9].
Therefore, it is necessary to control acetone concentration in the living environment
or workplace [10]. In addition, acetone can function as a biomarker for diseases
through the amount contained in the breath when a person exhales. It has been
found that when the amount of acetone in the expiratory volume differs from that of
ordinary people, it can indicate the risk of lung cancer, diabetes, dietary fat loss,
congestive heart failure, and cerebral attack [11–14]. Although research to develop
a very high-sensitivity sensor to function as a biomarker of a disease is being actively
conducted, the effective high-sensitivity acetone detection sensor proposed in the
modern study is bulky and has several significant technical problems, such as
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limited operation at high temperatures. Therefore, there is a need for a sensor that
can detect ace-tone with high sensitivity at room temperature and at a low cost [15–
18].
As a recent trend in gas sensing research, research on VOCs sensors using metal
oxides has proven fruitful. However, Gas sensing using metal oxides also has some
disadvantages. It is challenging to use only a single metal oxide material, and when
used in an un-doped state, there is increased resistance [19–21]. We were inspired
by the latest trends in gas sensing using metal oxides, we devised a method to
develop materials that can be used for sensing using metal ions.
Since the past, experiments aimed at high-efficiency metal ion adsorption have
been attempted through the functional groups introduced in polymer brushes.
Therefore, it was expected that the produced substrate could detect or adsorb
acetone gas if functional groups and an appropriate amount of metal ions could be
immobilized on a high-density polymer brush. Unlike the previous metal adsorption
experiments, this experiment does not matter the maximum amount of metal ion
adsorption. We predict that the vacant coordination site of metal ions can detect
VOCs gas. Therefore, the key to this experiment is to introduce an appropriate
amount of metal ions. If the metal ions bind too much and firmly to the functional
groups, it is expected that no coordination sites remain available for binding with
the acetone gas. In this experiment, the immobilization of metal ions is only a part
of the functionalization process, and the ultimate goal is to try the adsorption of
acetone gas, one of the VOCs. Scheme 2-1 shows an expected image of a material
that could try to immobilize a metal ion with an appropriate bonding level using a
functional group introduced in a polymer brush in the final step and adsorb acetone
gas on an immobilized metal ion.
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Scheme 2- 1. The design concept of a new material in which acetone molecules coordinate to
metal ions immobilized on functional microfiber nonwoven fabric.
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2.2. Experimental
2.2.1. Materials
4-picolylamine (98%, Tokyo chemical industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, 97.5%, Alfa
Aesar Chemical Co., ltd., Haverhill, USA), Sulfuric acid (0.5 mol/L, KANTO
CHEMICAL Co., INC., Tokyo, Japan), Hydrochloric acid (1 mol/L, Tokyo Chemical
Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), GASTEC GV-100, GASTEC No.151L,
Polypropylene microfiber nonwoven fabric (dg 30~520%, ENEOS Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan), Acetone (99.5%, Wako Chemical Co. Ltd., Odawara, Japan), ICP-OES
( Model-9820, SHIMADZU, Kyoto, Japan), FE-SEM-EDS (JSM-7800f, Jeol, Tokyo,
Japan), Gas chromatography (GC-2014, SHIMADZU, Kyoto, Japan), Tedlar bag (5L
& 50L, AS ONE Corporation, Osaka, Japan), Digital micro scope(VHX-8000,
Keyence, Osaka, Japan)

2.2.2. Selection of functional group
2.2.2.1. Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC)
First, we searched using a program called Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Center (CCDC) to find functional groups capable of adsorbing target VOCs (acetone
and formaldehyde). CCDC is the world's first numerical science database system
launched by the University of Cambridge. This system collected and covered all
small-molecule chemicals and crystal structures studied by X-ray and neutron
diffraction in studies published since 1965. Through CCDC, a ligand that can bind
to VOCs while the metal ion is immobilized on the functional group was searched.
The formaldehyde search yielded few results, and the acetone search yielded
approximately 7,000 results from the CCDC. The results of the ligand search
through CCDC are shown in Figure 3. Although many metal ions are theoretically
presumed to be capable of binding to acetone, the list of substances that are likely
to bind acetone in the state in which the metal ions discovered through CCDC are
bound to ligands include copper, nickel, manganese, zirconium, lanthanum, etc.
Some examples of these results are shown in Figure 4. Since many studies on the
immobilization of copper ions to polymer brushes have been conducted previously, it
was judged that using copper ions for immobilization was preferable for comparison
of the amount of immobilization. Also, since our theory is to adsorb VOCs gas
through the vacant coordination site of copper, we need a target for comparison.
Therefore, we confirmed the introduction characteristics of zinc metal ions with
different amounts of coordination sites and the VOCs gas adsorption characteristics.
In the VOCs adsorption experiment, the selection of the ion exchanger (functional
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group) was determined by CCDC, and the combined result of acetone and metal ions
through CCDC was derived from the range applicable to the experiments, therefore,
the focus was mainly on acetone. Ligands capable of binding to copper ions were
classified at CCDC results, and among them, ligands that were applied to
experiments and had the potential to exhibit high metal immobilization properties
were selected. Among the search results, CCDC Refcode HECYUJ [22] was chosen
because it was estimated that metal ions (copper) were fixed to the ligand and bound
to acetone stably. Figure 6 shows the molecular structure of CCDC Refcode HECYUJ.
The final functional group was selected as 4-Picolylamine (4-AMP), which was
pyridine-based chemicals with a structured structure similar to that of CCDC
Refcode HECYUJ. The process of selecting 4-AMP using the results of the CCDC
database is shown in Figure 7. 4-AMP possesses the characteristics of the amine
group, and it seemed that it would facilitate the immobilization of metal ions. In
addition, it was expected to show high introduction capability in the GMA with an
epoxy group-grafted MNWF because it has an amino group [23]. The method of
introducing functional groups was determined based on research data on the
bonding of metal ions with 4-AMP or 2-picolylamine, similar to 4-AMP’s molecular
structure [24-27]. The introduction of 4-AMP was performed by reacting at a
concentration of 1M at a temperature of 80 °C for 24 hours.
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Figure 2- 1. Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC).

Figure 2- 2. Acetone-metal-ligand search results through CCDC.
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Figure 2- 3. Image of referenced CCDC data (Refcode: HECYUJ, 1: 2D image, 2: 3D image,
3: 3D image).

Figure 2- 4. 4-picolylamine’s selection process (CCDC Refcode: HECYUJ).
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Table 2- 1. Introduction of 4-AMP in the GMA MNWF

Grafting
Degree of grafting

30~523%

Introduction of 4-picolylamine
Concentration of 4-picolylamine

1M

pH

10.5 – 11.5

Reaction temp

353 K

Reaction time

24 h

Figure 2- 5. 4-picolylamine introduction process image.
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2.2.3. Metal ion immobilization conditions
The experimental method of the study with high copper ion immobilization
efficiency was consulted. The referenced research used an iminodiacetate (IDA)
group to immobilize copper ions by reacting 0.01 M CuSO4 aqueous solution at 30 °C
[22]. The reference study showed the maximum amount of copper immobilization at
a reaction time of 2 h. However, the substrate shape and functional group are
different from the reference experiment in our case. Therefore, to confirm the
maximum copper adsorption amount of GMA MNWF introduced with 4-AMP, the
reaction time was changed from 2 hours to 24 hours, and a change in copper
adsorption amount over time was observed. The copper ions were adsorbed to 4-AMP
MNWF reacted with 1M HCl at a speed of 50 rpm at 25 °C for 2 h, eluted, and then
diluted 10 times to measure through ICP-OES. As the reaction time was varied, the
change in the amount of copper ion immobilization with time was observed. Table 2
shows the 4-AMP and copper ion immobilization conditions in the GMA-grafted
MNWF.

Table 2- 2. Introduction of copper ion immobilization in the GMA MNWF

Copper immobilization condition
Concentration of CuSO4

0.01 M

Reaction temp

303 K

Reaction time

2-24 h
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2.2.4. VOCs gas preparation
Acetone gas is made nitrogen-based. A small amount of acetone solution was
inserted into a 50L Tedlar bag filled with nitrogen and vaporized to prepare acetone
gas. After acetone evaporated, it was used in the experiment after stabilizing at least
12 h for stabilization. The prepared acetone gas was put together with the sample
in a 5 L Tedlar bag, and the concentration change with time was observed through
gas chromatography. The VOCs gas used in the experiment was used after giving it
a stabilization time of at least 12 h after manufacturing. The concentration of the
completed acetone gas was measured through the GASTEC detection tube, and the
final concentration of the completed acetone gas was about 40 to 60 ppm. The
Acetone absorption experiment was conducted at an average concentration of 50
ppm.

Figure 2- 6. Configuration of acetone gas adsorption experiment using Tedlar bag.

1.

Fill the inside with nitrogen (About 40L)

2.

Inject the acetone & formalin solution and wait for vaporization. (It
gives a stabilization time of at least 12hours.)

3.

Cut the corner of the Tedlar bag to create a space where the micriofiber
nonwoven fabric can be inserted.

4.

After putting the microfiber nonwoven fabric, reseal the cut-out part
and make a vacuum state.

5.

Use a pump to inject VOCs gas into a 4 L Tedlar bag.
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2.2.5. The equation for deriving results
Checking the density of the 4-Picolylamine through the weight of the substrate is
called the degree of grafting, and it can be obtained by the following Equation (1).
In the case of this experiment, GMA was used as the monomer in all experiments,
and the calculation of the amount of GMA introduced into the substrate is described
in Equation (2).
𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 (𝑑𝑔) = 100(𝑊 − 𝑊 )/𝑊 [%]

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝐺𝑀𝐴 = [1000(𝑊 − 𝑊 ) ⁄ 142.2] ⁄ 𝑊

[𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙 ⁄ 𝑔]

(1)

(2)

Here, W0 is the mass of the substrate polymer that has not been treated. W1 is
the mass of the polymer after reacting with the GMA monomer. And, the value of
142.2 is the molecular weight of GMA [28].
When an 4-Picolylamine is introduced into the GMA substrate produced through
the reaction of the GMA monomer, the 4-Picolylamine is fixed to the epoxy group of
the GMA chain. Here, the molar conversion rate or the degree of functionalization
of the epoxy group of the GMA chain to the 4-Picolylamine can be obtained from the
following Equation (3).
(3)

𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
= 100[(𝑊 − 𝑊 )/108]/[( 𝑊 − 𝑊 )/142.2] [%]

Where W0 is the mass of the polymer that has not been treated, W1 is the
mass of the polymer after reacting with the GMA monomer. W2 is the mass of the
polymer after introducing an ion-exchange group (functional group) by adding it to
the GMA-substrate's epoxy group. The value of 142.2 is the molecular weight of
GMA, and the value of 108 is the 4-Picolylamine molecular weight.
The concentration of acetone gas prepared at a concentration of 50 ppm was
0.005%. Using this converted % concentration, it was changed to mg/L unit. Then
the number of moles of each VOCs gas used in the experiment was obtained.
Calculating the number of moles was converted using Equation (4):

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑔𝑎𝑠 [𝑚𝑔/𝐿] = 0.005(

𝑀
273
𝑃
)(
)(
)
22.4 273 + 𝑇 1013

(4)

Where 0.005 is a value converted from a unit of 50 ppm of acetone gas to a % unit.
M is the molecular weight of acetone, in this case, 58.1. 22.4 is the volume of 1 mole
of a molecule at 1 atm, 273 is a Kelvin value, T is the temperature used in the
experiment, P is 1—the atmospheric pressure at the measurement point, and 1013
is the hPa value at 1 atmosphere.
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Copper, which are metal ions introduced into 4-AMP, were eluted with 1M HCl,
and quantitatively measured by ICP-OES. The final ppm value was determined
by multiplying the result of ICP-OES by the volume V of the aqueous metal ion
solution. The above method follows Equation (5).
(5)

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐. [𝑝𝑝𝑚]
= 𝐼𝐶𝑃 − 𝑂𝐸𝑆 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 [𝑝𝑝𝑚] ∗ 𝑉

The ppm value of final metal ion concentration obtained through ICP-OES
was converted into [mg/L] and [g/L] through the following Equation (6) to get the
[g] value.
𝑥 [𝑝𝑝𝑚] = 𝑥 [𝑚𝑔⁄𝐿] =

𝑥
𝑥
[𝑔⁄𝐿] =
[𝑔]
1000
1000000

(6)

The amount of metal ions converted into [g] values was divided by the molar
mass of each metal ion [mol/g] and converted into units of mmol. The above
method follows Equation (7).
(7)

𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 [𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙]
=

𝑥/1000000 [𝑔]
𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 [ 𝑔 ]

∗ 1000𝑚𝑀/𝑀

After confirming the amount of metal ion in the mmol unit, it was divided by
W3, which is the mass of 4-AMP MNWF into which the metal ion was introduced,
to finally obtain the value of the metal ion introduced per mass of MNWF. The
above method follows Equation (8).
𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑁𝑊𝐹 [𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑔]
=

𝑥 [𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙]
𝑊 [𝑔]
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(8)

2.3. Results and Discussion
2.3.1. 4-Picolylamine introduction characteristics
A concentration of 1 M of 4-AMP was introduced into GMA MNWF with each degree
of grafting, and the introduction characteristics of 4-AMP dependent on the degree
of grafting were confirmed. 4-AMP introduced into GMA MNWF was performed
through FT-IR peak analysis. Figure 2-7 shows the results of the FT-IR peaks of
GMA MNWF and 4-AMP MNWF.

Figure 2- 7. FT-IR characterization of each functional MNWF.
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Table 2- 3. Functional group IR peak of each MNWF

Wavenumber (cm-1)
759 – 1255

Associated functional group
Epoxy group, Ester group

[29-34]

1373

-CH3 vibration

[34-37]

1451

-CH2 vibration

[37]

1552

Amide II,
N-H stretch vibration

[31,38]

1639 - 1636

Amide I,
N-H stretch vibration

[29,34,38]

1723-1721
2918
3250 – 3400

C=O, carboxyl group
(COOH) vibration
C-H vibration
Hydroxyl group (-OH),
N-H stretch

[31-38]
[34,36,37]
[30-37]

When GMA was introduced from the base substrate, PP MNWF, first, the C=O
stretching peak of GMA was observed in the range of 1723-1721 cm-1 [31-38]. GMA's
epoxy and ester groups were also observed at 759, 840, 907, 996, 1147, and 1255 cm1

[29-34]. This confirms the introduction of GMA into the PP MNWF.
In the case of 4-AMP, the peaks of the epoxy and ester groups, which were strong

in the peaks of GMA MNWF, are reduced. In addition, since the N-H stretching peak
appeared newly at 1639-1636 cm-1[29,34,38], it was confirmed that the introduction
of 4-AMP was successful.
After it was confirmed that each functional group was introduced through the
confirmation of the FT-IR peak, the amount of 4-AMP introduced depending on the
degree of grafting was established. The degree of grafting used in this experiment
was 30-523%, and the range was extensive, so it was expected to know the
introduction characteristics of 4-AMP in more detail.
In the case of 4-AMP MNWF, a tendency toward the high introduction of 4-AMP
was confirmed as the degree of grafting increased. The highest introduced 4-AMP
density on MNWF was about 25.7 mmol/g at dg 523%. In general, there is a tendency
to draw a saturation curve for materials with a high degree of grafting with a high
functional group. However, in the case of 4-AMP, even the MNWF of 523% of the
degree of grafting showed a proportionally increasing R-squared value with a
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reliability of 0.99. This is presumed to be due to the introduction of 4-AMP, which
has a small molecular size, to the characteristics of the newly attempted microfiber
nonwoven fabric. Although it is a non-woven fabric, it is judged that many GMA and
4-AMP, which are woven with microfibers and distributed over a large surface area,
react and show a continuously increasing trend. These results are shown in Figure
2-8.

Figure 2- 8. Introduction of 4-AMP on GMA MNWF according to degree of grafting.

From all results, the molar conversion rate of 4-AMP MNWF from GMA-grafted
MNWF was around 63% on average, maintaining a high level without significant
change.
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Also, visually distinguishable color changes were observed as 4-AMP was introduced
into MNWF with a higher degree of grafting. The color of the 4-AMP-incorporating
MNWF became darker as the degree of grafting increased. In MNWF, which has a
range of 30-200% of the degree of grafting, it was possible to observe that the color
became darker with the naked eye. And in the case of MWNF, which has a degree of
grafting of 200% or more, the difference could not be distinguished with the naked eye.
The color change of the MNWF, depending on dg, is shown in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2- 9. Color change of MNWF depending on the degree of grafting (a): dg 100% GMA
MNWF, (b): dg 100% 4-AMP MNWF, (c): dg 170% 4-AMP MNWF, (d): dg 200% 4-AMP MNWF.
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Figure 2- 10. Digital micro scope image of GMA, 4-AMP, 4-AMP-Cu MNWF (Each of MNWF’s
dg is 90%)
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Figure 2- 11. FE-SEM characterization. (A: GMA MNWF, B: 4-AMP MNWF, C: 4-AMP-Cu
MNWF. Each of MNWF’s dg is 170%).

After observing the appearance, SEM images and digital microscope images of GMA,
4-AMP, 4-AMP with copper (4-AMP-Cu) introduced MNWF, respectively, were
observed. After introducing 4-AMP as a functional group, a color change occurred in
MNWF, however, no fiber morphology's difference was observed.
As 4-AMP was introduced in GMA MNWF, the weight of MNWF showed a change of
about 13-44%, and when copper was introduced in 4-AMP MNWF, a weight change of
0-11% was observed. However, a slight weight increase was observed after each step,
but the difference in surface area was not significant.
Figure 2-10 shows Digital microscope images of GMA MNWF, 4-AMP MNWF, and 4AMP-Cu MNWF. And Figure 2-11 shows each MNWF's SEM images.
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2.3.2. Metal ion introduction characteristics
2.3.2.1. Copper
First, the change in copper ion immobilization amount over time is observed and
shown in Figure 22. In the copper ion immobilization reaction over time, the 4-AMP
MNWF reacted for 24 h can immobilize much more.

Figure 2- 12. Change in copper ion immobilization amount over time (dg 30% 4-AMP MNWF).

As a result, Figure 2-11 does not confirm whether the amount of copper ion
adsorption is in a saturated state; there is a possibility that a higher adsorption
amount may appear when it reacts with copper ions for more than 24 h. However,
this study is not aimed at observing the maximum adsorption amount of copper ions.
In addition, considering that the production process of each functional nonwoven
fabric is required in units of 24 h, the adsorption time of copper ions was set to a
maximum of 24 h for efficient time distribution.
After fixing the copper reaction time to 24 h, the change in the amount of copper
ion adsorption according to the amount of 4-AMP introduced is shown in Figure 212.
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Figure 2- 13. copper ion introduct amount depending on the degree of grafitng

The amount of copper adsorption according to the degree of grafting of 4-AMP MNWF
was quantitatively confirmed through ICP-OES. As a result, the copper adsorption
amount tended to increase as the degree of grafting increased. These results are shown
in Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2- 14. Dependence of copper ion density on 4-AMP density (the content in parentheses
is the ratio of Cu mole:4-AMP mole).

Figure 2-14 is a graph with the x-axis changed to 4-picolylamine density, and the
y-axis changed to immobilized copper density. Comparing and calculating the ratio
number of the copper ions moles depending on the number of moles of 4-AMP, the
maximum copper ion immobilization amount was confirmed when the density of the
amount of 4-AMP was about 12.75 mmol/g. The highest adsorption was found at dg
240%. At this time, copper ions were immobilized at 0.51 mmol/g. Afterward, the
total amount of copper adsorption increases, but the amount of copper introduced
does not keep up with the amount of 4-AMP, so it is estimated that a saturation
curve appears, as shown in Figures 2-14. According to the reference literature, the
copper adsorption amount was 0.42-0.44 mmol/g for IDA-Cu [22] and 0.55 mmol/g
for EDA-Cu [40], indicating the copper performance of 4-AMP was satisfactory.
In the case of 4-AMP-Cu MNWF (dg 160–200%), the copper ion immobilization
amount was 0.30–0.44 mmol/g, and 4-AMP was 7–10 mmol/g. At this time, the ratio
of copper ions to 4-AMP was 1:20–24. The total adsorption amount of copper was
lower than dg 240% 4-AMP-Cu MNWF, but the ratio of copper to 4-AMP decreased,
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which is thought to have been introduced with the appropriate binding force at the
desired level.
A decreasing trend was observed after showing the maximum copper ion
immobilization amount in dg 240% 4-AMP MNWF. From the analysis of the results,
when each 4-AMP is 21, 25 mmol/g, the immobilized amount of copper ions is 0.44,
0.47 mmol/g, and the ratio of copper ion to 4-AMP is 1:44 and 1:56.
The following assumptions can be made as to the reason for the decrease in the
efficiency of the immobilization of copper ions. This appears to be a phenomenon
because the increased rate of the copper ion introduced does not keep up with the
increased rate of the 4-AMP. It seems that the immobilization of copper ions is
somewhat hindered when 4-AMP is present at too high a density. The copper ion
density results depend on 4-AMP density; the copper ion immobilization efficiency
seems to be the most effective when the ratio is about 1:20–25.
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2.3.3. VOCs gas absorption characteristics
MNWF introduced with GMA, 4-AMP, and 4-AMP-metal was put in a 5 L Tedlar
bag, and 4 L acetone gas was injected to measure changes over time at room
temperature. In the preliminary experiment stage, the acetone gas concentration
inside the Tedlar bag tended to decrease to 1 h from the start of the reaction, and
since it was confirmed that the acetone gas concentration inside the Tedlar bag
increased again after 1 h, the maximum time for the adsorption reaction was set to
1 h. In the case of the change in adsorption amount, 2 mL of acetone gas inside the
Tedlar bag was extracted for predetermined times at intervals of 10, 20, 40, and 60
min, and the concentration change was measured by gas chromatography. In the
desorption process, the maximum observation time was set equal to 1 h, and the
amount of change was checked every 30 min.

2.3.3.1. Acetone
2.3.3.1.1. Each MNWF’s acetone gas adsorption
After putting the prepared acetone gas in a 5 L Tedlar bag, the change in the
acetone gas concentration in the absence of a functional MNWF was first checked.
The acetone gas concentration was changed by about 1–10% in the state where the
functional MNWF was not added. For each functional MNWF, GMA, 4-AMP, 4-AMPCu and 4-AMP-Zn were used, and the results are shown in Figure 2-15. In the case
of the GMA MNWF, there was virtually no adsorption capacity considering the
variability (10%) when nothing was added. As for 4-AMP MNWF, the maximum
adsorption amount was about 20–30% of the total acetone gas concentration, and
the adsorption performance was not excellent. 4-AMP-Cu MNWF could adsorb up to
50% of acetone gas, about two times that of 4-AMP MNWF. Even if the correction
value was applied, it was about 40%, which showed higher efficiency than 4-AMP
MNWF. Each functional MNWF reached the maximum adsorption amount about 10
min after the acetone gas ad-sorption reaction and then maintained the adsorption
level until 1 h after the beginning of the reaction. The above results confirmed that
4-AMP MNWF and 4-AMP-Cu MNWF could adsorb acetone gas at room
temperature, and 4-AMP-Cu MNWF has better acetone gas adsorption efficiency.
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Figure 2- 15. Acetone gas adsorption amount of each MNWF (about 50 ppm, dg 170% MNWF).

The change in acetone gas adsorption amount depending on the dg of copper
immobilized MNWF is shown in Figure 2-16. The data used in Figure 2-16 were
prepared using those with good ratios of copper and 4-AMP among samples in 4AMP-Cu MNWF of average dg 40, 100, 170, and 240%. The maximum acetone gas
adsorption of 4-AMP-Cu MNWF was observed at dg 170% (Cu:4-AMP, 1:20). In the
dg 160–200% 4-AMP-Cu MNWF, which showed the highest efficiency in copper ion
adsorption, acetone gas also showed the maximum adsorption amount; after that, it
decreased. The hypotheses for the adsorption reduction of acetone gas at 4-AMP-Cu
MNWF depending on dg change can be considered follows. The most critical factor
in the prepared 4-AMP-Cu MNWF is that acetone is adsorbed to the vacant
coordination sites of copper ions immobilized to MNWF. When the dg is too high, too
much 4-AMP is introduced, and more 4-AMP is bound to each copper ion, which
causes the absence of coordination sites of copper ions. For low dg 4-AMP-Cu MNWF,
the copper to 4-AMP ratio sometimes yields similar results to high dg 4-AMP-Cu
MNWF. However, since the absolute amount of copper ions immobilized is
insufficient, copper ion coordination sites that can bind acetone gas are also lacking.
Thus, the 4-AMP-Cu MNWF of too-low dg or too-high dg results is similar to the
adsorption amount of 4-AMP MNWF in which copper is not immobilized. Combining
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the above assumptions and results, when preparing 4-AMP-Cu MNWF for acetone
gas adsorption, the appropriate dg of MNWF is 160–200%, and the immobilized
copper ion and the 4-AMP ratio is 1:20 or less.
According to Equation (4), the value of mg/L of acetone inside the Tedlar bag was
calculated, and the total amount was confirmed. And, it was confirmed that the
concentration of 4L of 50 ppm acetone gas injected into the 5 L Tedlar bag was 0.48
mg/L. The dg 170% 4-AMP-Cu MNWF showed the highest acetone gas adsorption,
about 0.04 mmol/g-4-AMP-Cu MNWF, and the ratio of copper ion to adsorbed
acetone was 1:10.

Figure 2- 16. Dependence of acetone gas adsorption on the degree of grafting (about 50 ppm).
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2.3.3.1.2. 4-AMP-Cu MNWF’s acetone gas desorption
After 1 h of the adsorption experiment, the acetone gas inside the Tedlar bag was
re-moved using a vacuum pump, and a vacuum state was created. After that, the
change in acetone gas concentration was observed by filling it with fresh air. The
desorption process of 4-AMP-Cu MNWF was measured by gas chromatography by
extracting 2 mL of gas at 30 and 60 min after the start of the reaction, respectively.
The air used in the experiment had an initial acetone gas concentration of about 3%
(based on 50 ppm). Additionally, the concentration of acetone gas in the Tedlar bag
without functional MNWF fluctuated up to 13%. Therefore, in the experimental stage,
it was assumed that about 3 to 13% of acetone gas was already present in the Tedlar
bag, and the experiment results were confirmed. 4-AMP-Cu MNWF of dg 170% (Cu:
0.37 mmol/g, 1:20), which showed the best results in the adsorption experiment, was
used in the desorption experiment. The time-dependent acetone gas desorption
change is shown in Figure 2-17.
In the case of dg 170% 4-AMP-Cu MNWF used in the experiment, it was confirmed
that about 43% of gas was desorbed based on a 50 ppm concentration of acetone gas
in the desorption process of 1 h. Even excluding the maximum correction value of
acetone gas of 13%, which was considered to exist initially, it showed a desorption
value of 30%. Since the amount of change in the adsorption and desorption processes
was confirmed based on the acetone gas concentration of 50 ppm, the respective
results were compared together. Compared to the maximum adsorption amount of
acetone gas of 50%, 43/50 (using the correction value, 30/40), or about 86% (using the
correction value, 75%) of the adsorption amount was desorbed. The desorption
experiment performed at room temperature confirmed that the acetone gas adsorbed
to the 4-AMP-Cu MNWF was easily desorbed without a separate separation process.
This confirmed that the 4-AMP-Cu MNWF and the ace-tone gas had an appropriate
binding level. It is judged that such an appropriate binding level can be advantageous
for recycling because additional costs and processes are not required in adsorption
and desorption.
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Figure 2- 17. Acetone gas desorption amount of 4-AMP-Cu MNWF (about 50 ppm).
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2.3.3.1.3. Reuse experiment of copper immobilized MNWF
Reuse testing was performed using dg 170% 4-AMP-Cu MNWF, which exhibited
the highest acetone gas adsorption rate. In each reuse experiment, adsorption and
desorption were performed as one process, and this process was repeated three times.
In the secondary adsorption, the adsorption rate compared to the total acetone gas
concentration de-creased by about 7% compared to the primary adsorption (50% ->
43%). Similarly, in the third experiment, the adsorption amount decreased by about
6% compared to the adsorption in the second experiment (43% -> 37%).
The adsorption amount of acetone gas for each cycle is shown in Figure 2-18.
As the cycle progressed, the adsorption efficiency tended to decrease slightly. The
decrease in adsorption efficiency appears to be due to the strong binding of some
acetone gases to 4-AMP-Cu MNWF, resulting in limited desorption.

Figure 2- 18. Acetone gas adsorption amount for reuse tests (dg 170% 4-AMP-Cu, 50 ppm).
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2.4. Conclusion
This study started from the possibility that VOCs could be efficiently removed and
adsorbed by introducing metal ions into microfiber nonwoven fabric, focusing on how
metal oxide-based sensors can remove and adsorb VOCs. To be repeatedly used at room
temperature, MNWF of polypropylene with good physical durability was used as a base
material, and a functional group was estimated to be capable of adsorbing VOCs in a
state of immobilized metal ions was selected through the Cambridge Crystal Data Center
(CCDC).
In the case of the functional group 4-AMP, selected according to CCDC metal com-plex
data, a large amount was introduced while maintaining a high mole conversion rate (avg
63%) even at a high degree of grafting (dg) MNWF. When the ratio of copper ions to 4AMP was 1:25 at dg 240% 4-AMP-Cu MNWF, the maximum immobilized amount of
copper ions was 0.51 mmol/g.
Both adsorption and desorption experiments of acetone gas, one of the volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), were conducted at room temperature, and up to 50% of gas could be
adsorbed at a concentration of about 50 ppm of acetone gas. The maximum adsorption
amount of acetone gas was observed when the dg of 4-AMP-Cu MNWF was 160–200%,
and the ratio of copper ions to 4-AMP was 1:20. When the maximum amount of acetone
gas adsorption was observed, 4-AMP-Cu MNWF could adsorb about 0.04 mmol/g- 4AMP-Cu-MNWF at room temperature, and the ratio of copper ions to adsorbed acetone
was 1:10. In addition, most adsorption acetone gases are desorbed by about 86% of the
adsorption amount just by being exposed to the air, without a separate process.
VOCs gas absorption experiment through the 4-AMP-Cu MNWF is an initial stage of
technology development capable of adsorbing and desorbing VOCs using a ligand
containing metal ions. However, for 4-AMP-Cu MNWF, more research is needed because
it was confirmed that volatile organic compounds could be repeatedly adsorbed and
desorbed at room temperature. Optimal 4-AMP introduction conditions must be
identified, and studies on selective adsorption with other metal ions or VOCs are also
needed.
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Chapter 3 Sialic acid immobilized polymer brush for lectin in aerosol form
3.1. Introduction
It is no exaggeration to say that viruses accompany the history of humanity. In
particular, even now, infectious viruses are a severe problem that affects the
economy of the country and the lives of the people. There are countless infectious
viruses, but the most representative is the influenza virus, which has been
recognized as a big problem from the past to the present. Influenza infection, a usual
infectious virus, usually starts in winter, in the eastern or southern hemisphere with
high humidity, and then spreads to North America and Europe. In particular, when
mutations occur, infectious diseases spread more [1]. In the case of influenza, there
is an incubation period of about three days, and during this period, the virus carrier
spreads the virus because there are no symptoms. Especially before the 1950s,
influenza pandemics killed up to millions to tens of millions of people before
influenza was found to be caused by a virus and a vaccine was developed [1,2]. In
the modern era of active vaccine development, dying from influenza is lower than
before. However, deaths are still occurring. Infectious viruses are still very deadly
and dangerous because they evolve with mutants. Vaccine research is active however,
influenza viruses are constantly mutating, and the most effective treatment is
vaccination and isolation from the source of infection.
In general, the route of infection of infectious viruses can be divided into infection
by droplet and infection by contact [3,4]. Infection by contact occurs when the
mucous membrane is touched with the part of the body that has come into contact
with the virus, and the best way to prevent this is to keep the body clean. However,
since infection by droplets is invisible, it is difficult for both carriers and those
around them to notice the risk of infection, and it is even more dangerous. Both
droplet and contact infections occur when the virus binds to cells in the human body,
and hemagglutinin (HA) [3,5–7] and neuraminidase (NA) are known to be involved
in the primary infection routes of the infectious virus. HA is one of the antigenic
projections, a type of glycoprotein that causes red blood cells to be aggregate, and
NA is one of the enzymes that are antigenic determinants found on the surface of
influenza viruses in various organisms. Among them, HA is a direct factor in the
infection process as it causes the antigenic projections it possesses to attach to the
cells of animals and plants directly. Influenza viruses (80-120 nm) [8] are known to
cause infection by binding to sialic acid [6, 7, 9], a type of sugar on the cell surface.
Sialic acid present on the surface of animal and plant cells generally exists in the
form of a sugar chain. Sugar chains refer to monosaccharides that combine in
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various formats to form a chain shape. In general, the interaction between a single
sugar chain and a single protein is weak because weak forces such as hydrogen
bonding and hydrophobic interactions mainly occur. Compensating for these
shortcomings is the sugar cluster effect or sugar chain polyvalent effect [10-14].
In other words, proteins or glycolipids do not spread into cells but concentrate in
some areas as needed to form sugar clusters, increasing the binding force. This sugar
cluster effect has become the primary design guideline for developing antibodies,
antivirals, and toxin inhibitors in immunology.
We decided to mimic the sugar chain cluster effect to develop material for
adsorbing the influenza virus, and MNWF prepared by radiation-induced graft
polymerization was selected as the substrate. Substrates made through radiationinduced graft polymerization have the advantage of controlling the length or density
of polymer brushes created by controlling the amount of radiation or monomer
concentration [15]. And glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) was selected as the monomer
used for radiation-induced graft polymerization, and in this case, the polymer
contains an epoxy group and has hydrophilicity [16-18]. We expected that if sialic
acid could be introduced into the polymer brushes of the substrate prepared by this
radiation graft polymerization method, it would be possible to mimic the effect of
sugar chain clusters by controlling the density of the polymer brushes. In general,
the average length of polymer brushes extending to the substrate is known to be 35
nm [16], which is a sufficient size to bind HA (13.5 nm) [5,6] present on the surface
of the influenza virus.
However, we did not use it directly because of the risk of infection when handling
the influenza virus as an early step in influenza virus adsorption experiments.
Instead, an experiment was performed by selecting a lectin with a similar binding
reaction through a specific recognition with sialic acid. Therefore, the efficiency of
lectin binding was checked by introducing sialic acid into MNWF with various
polymer brush concentrations. Scheme 1 shows a projected image of the MNWF
attempting influenza virus adsorption with sialic acid introduced into a polymer
brush.
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Scheme 3- 1. A design concept that mimics the sugar chain cluster effect with sialic acid
introduced into the functional microfiber nonwoven fabric.
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3.2. Experimental
3.2.1. Materials
disodium iminodiacetate monohydrate (98%, WAKO Chemical Co., Ltd., Odawara,
Japan), microfiber nonwoven fabric (polypropylene, dg 38~183%, ENEOS
Corporation,

Tokyo,

Ja-pan),

1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide

hydrochloride (98%, Tokyo chemical industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), Nacetylneuraminic acid (Nacalai tesque, INC, Kyoto, Japan), WGA-Biotin (J220, Jchemical, INC, Tokyo, Japan), sodium dodecyl sulfate (95%, WAKO Chemical Co.,
Ltd., Odawara, Japan), BCA Protein Assay Kit (T9300A, Takara, Kusatsu, Japan),
Synergy HT Multimode Microplate Readers (Biotek, Winooski, VT, USA), Spectrum
Two FT-IR Spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA), wheat germ agglutinin, Triticum vulgaris, FITC Conjugate (FL-1021, Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA, USA), Olympus IX81 fluorescence microscope (Olympus Optical Co.
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), and FE-SEM-EDS (JSM-7800f, Jeol, Tokyo, Japan), Digital
micro scope(VHX-8000, Keyence, Osaka, Japan).

3.2.2. Selection of functional group
It has already been demonstrated in several studies whether an artificial enzyme
can function as a catalyst by immobilizing it on a polymer brush [16,19,20]. Thus, it
was expected that the introduction of sialic acid by selecting an appropriate
functional group could be efficiently used for lectin binding. The selection of
functional groups was considered from various perspectives, and the functional
group used in this experiment was determined to be disodium iminodiacetate
monohydrate (IDA). The IDA group is a functional group [21–25] widely used in
protein adsorption, enzyme purification and fixation, and metal ion adsorption. In
particular, IDA is judged to be more efficient when introducing sialic acid because
there are two places where sialic acid can be introduced. However, in this experiment,
to increase the efficiency of introducing sialic acid, it was finally decided to use the
IDA-EDC functional group made through coupling with 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) instead of using IDA alone. The coupling
process of IDA-EDC is shown in Figure 3-1. In general, EDC is a substance used to
covalently bond carboxylate (–COOH) or phosphate (–PO4) sulfide with an amine
group (–NH2). EDC has the disadvantage of being self-polymerized in some target
biomolecules (e.g., peptides) containing both carboxylates and amine groups,
however, it is water-soluble, so it is easy to handle and efficiently reacts with amine
compounds [26].
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IDA was used at a concentration of 0.125 mol, and since IDA has two sites that
can react with sialic acid, EDC was used at a concentration of 0.25 mol, twice the
concentration of IDA, to prepare an IDA-EDC complex. In the case of the IDA-EDC
complex, a coupling reaction was performed at 25 °C for 72 h before being introduced
into MNWF and used. Similarly, N-acetylneuraminic acid (NANA, sialic acid) was
also introduced at a concentration of 0.25 mol, twice the concentration of IDA. The
process of introducing IDA-EDC and NANA into the GMA MNWF is shown in Figure
3-2.

Table 3- 1. IDA-EDC introduction condition

IDA-EDC Coupling
IDA Concentration
EDC Concentration
Reaction temperature
Reaction time
Introduction of IDA-EDC
Reaction temperature
Reaction time
Introduction of NANA
NANA Concentration
Reaction temperature
Reaction time

0.125 M
0.25 M
298 K
72 h
353 K
24 h
0.25 M
298 K
24 h

Figure 3- 1. Introduction diagram of the IDA-EDC coupling reaction
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Figure 3- 2 Introduction image of IDA-EDC & NANA on GMA MNWF.
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3.2.3. Lectin absorption procedure
3.2.3.1. Adsorption in aerosol form
Several methods have been devised to adsorb lectin onto NANA MNWF.
Experiments for the development of adsorbents have traditionally used batch
methods. When using the batch method, it was thought that the maximum lectin
adsorption characteristics of NANA MNWF could be confirmed. However, since
influenza viruses are generally infected in droplets, it was judged that the
experimental method through the batch meth-od was not appropriate. Therefore, we
decided to aerosolize lectin and try adsorption to NANA MNWF. A lectin adsorption
experiment was prepared similarly to studies in [27,28] that adsorbed aerosols onto
nonwoven samples. Figure 3-3 shows the device form of lectin aerosolization and
adsorption to NANA MNWF used in the experiment.
For the aerosol adsorption experiment, a WGA lectin solution was prepared at a
2000 µg/mL concentration, and 0.1 mL of the WGA solution was put into the
nebulizer. Therefore, 0.1 mL of WGA lectin solution was considered to contain up to
200 µg of WGA. The nebulizer was operated using a pump, and the aerosolized WGA
solution was permeated through the NANA MNWF for about 1 min. After the
adsorption process finished, NANA MNWF was washed with ionized water to
remove lectins that may remain on the surface of NANA MNWF without being
adsorbed.
The nebulizer was operated using a pump, and the aerosolized WGA solution
was permeated through the NANA MNWF for about 1 min. After the adsorption
process finished, NANA MNWF was washed with ionized water to remove lectins
that may remain on the surface of NANA MNWF without being adsorbed.

Figure 3- 3. Lectin aerosolization device image
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3.2.3.2. BCA Method
Lectins adsorbed to NANA MNWF were separated by 0.2 wt% sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) solution [29–32]. Lectins isolated by SDS were treated with the
bicinchoninic

acid

(BCA)

method

[32–35]

and

then

measured

using

spectrophotometer for quantitative measurement.

3.2.3.3. Fluorescence labeling experiment
The adsorption of the lectin was checked by using the fluorescently labeled lectin
on the functional nonwoven fabric of each step. To confirm the adsorption of the
lectin, the lectin fluorescently labeled with Fluorescein isothiocyanate [36–38] was
adsorbed and eluted in the form of an aerosol. Fluorescence images were identified
at a 4 magnification using an Olympus IX81 model.

Figure 3- 4. Lectin adsorption quantity quantitative measurement procedure by BCA
method
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3.2.4. The equation for deriving results
Checking the density of the 4-Picolylamine through the weight of the substrate is
called the degree of grafting, and it can be obtained by the following Equation (1).
In the case of this experiment, GMA was used as the monomer in all experiments,
and the calculation of the amount of GMA introduced into the substrate is described
in Equation (2).
𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 (𝑑𝑔) = 100(𝑊 − 𝑊 )/𝑊 [%]

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝐺𝑀𝐴 = [1000(𝑊 − 𝑊 ) ⁄ 142.2] ⁄ 𝑊

[𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙 ⁄ 𝑔]

(1)

(2)

Here, W0 is the mass of the substrate polymer that has not been treated. W1 is
the mass of the polymer after reacting with the GMA monomer. And, the value of
142.2 is the molecular weight of GMA [15].
When a 4-Picolylamine is introduced into the GMA substrate produced through
the reaction of the GMA monomer, the 4-Picolylamine is fixed to the epoxy group of
the GMA chain. Here, the molar conversion rate or the degree of functionalization
of the epoxy group of the GMA chain to the 4-Picolylamine can be obtained from the
following Equation (3).
(3)

𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
= 100[(𝑊 − 𝑊 )/514.5]/[( 𝑊 − 𝑊 )/142.2] [%]

Where W0 is the mass of the polymer that has not been treated, W1 is the mass of
the polymer after reacting with the GMA monomer. W2 is the mass of the polymer
after introducing an ion-exchange group (functional group) by adding it to the GMAsubstrate's epoxy group. The value of 142.2 is the molecular weight of GMA, and the
value of 514.5 is the IDA and two EDC’s molecular weights.
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3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. IDA-EDC and NANA introduction characteristics
The spectrum of FT-IR was measured to confirm the introduction of a
functional group in MNWF for each step. The spectral results of FT-IR are shown
in Figure 3-4, and the interpretation of each peak is shown in Table 3-2.
For the GMA on PP MNWF, peaks in epoxy and ester groups were found at
747, 841, 972, 1053, 1166, and 1238 cm−1, and peaks of C=O were found at 1726
cm−1 [39–46].
In the case of IDA-EDC MNWF, the peaks of epoxy and ester groups were
reduced compared to GMA MNWF, and it was confirmed that new peaks of N-H
were generated at peaks of 1554–1564 [41,48] and 1659–1662 cm−1 [39,44,48]. In
addition, new peaks of the hydroxyl group (-OH) and N-H were generated at
3250–3400 cm−1 [40–47], confirming the introduction of IDA-EDC.
In the case of NANA MNWF, the peak indicating C=O and the carboxyl group
(COOH) was observed at 1726 cm−1 [39–46], significantly increased, and the
hydroxyl group of 3250–3400 cm−1 [40–47] was also increased when compared
with the peak of IDA-EDC MNWF. The introduction of NANA was confirmed by
increasing the peak size of the carboxyl group and the hydroxyl group.

Table 3- 2. Functional group IR peak of each MNWF

Wavenumber (cm-1)

Associated functional group

747–1238

Epoxy group, Ester group

[39–46]

1376

–CH3 vibration

[44–47]

1451

–CH2 vibration

[47]

1564–1554

Amide II, N–H stretch vibration

[41,48]

1662–1659

Amide I, N–H stretch vibration

[39,44,48]

1726

C=O, carboxyl group (COOH) vibration

[39–46]

2950

C–H vibration

[44,46,47]

3250–3400

Hydroxyl group (–OH), N–H stretch

[40–47]
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Figure 3- 5. FT-IR characterization of each functional MNWF
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IDA-EDC was introduced into GMA MNWF according to the degree of grafting
(dg), and the characteristics of IDA-EDC introduction according to the dg were
confirmed. These results are shown in Figure 3-5. The amount of IDA-EDC
introduced into GMA MNWF was confirmed using Equations (2) and (3).
In the case of IDA-EDC MNWF, it was confirmed that the higher the degree of
grafting, the more IDA-EDC was introduced. In this experiment, the highest density
of IDA-EDC introduced in GMA MNWF was about 8.4 mmol/g at 173% dg. This seems
to be because as the dg increases, the GMA content increases so that IDA-EDC reacts
with more GMA. A 40-150% weight change was found when IDA-EDC was introduced
into the GMA MNWF at dg 38-183%. From all results, the molar conversion rate of
IDA-EDC MNWF from MNWF grafted with GMA was confirmed to be about 47% on
average.

Figure 3- 6. Introduction of IDA-EDC on GMA MNWF according to degree of grafting.
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In MNWF supplemented with IDA-EDC, the surface state of MNWF was
significantly changed as the dg increased. In the case of IDA-EDC MNWF with a dg
of 100% or less, the edges of the MNWF were slightly curled, and in the case of IDAMNWF with a dg of 100% or more, the MNWF was severely bent. It seems that the
durability of MNWF cannot be sustained when IDA-EDC is introduced in too large
a quantity.

Figure 3- 7. Surface change depending on degree of grafting (Each nonwoven is all IDA-EDC
MNWF, A: dg 105%, B: dg 149%, C: dg 181%).
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Figure 3- 8 Digital micro scope image of GMA, IDA-EDC, NANA MNWF
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Figure 3- 9. FE-SEM characterization (A: GMA MNWF, B: IDA-EDC MNWF, C: NANA
MNWF, Each MNWF’s dg is 90%).

The SEM and digital microscope images were confirmed to observe the change of the
surface of the MNWF into which each functional group was introduced. The digital
microscope image in which each functional group was introduced is shown in Figure 37, SEM image is shown in Figure 3-8. After GMA was first introduced as a monomer, no
significant difference was observed on the surface of MNWF while the functional group
IDA-EDC or the primary adsorption target NANA were introduced, respectively.
However, it was confirmed that the weight of MNWF increased in each process, and the
surface area of the nonwoven fabric was increased accordingly.
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3.3.2. Lectin absorption characteristics
3.3.2.1. Fluorescence labeling experiment
As a result of confirming GMA MNWF through a fluorescence microscope, it was
confirmed that almost no lectin was adsorbed. The fluorescence image could confirm
a slight luminescence, but similar results were obtained even after lectin elution
with 0.2 wt.% SDS solution. Therefore, it is thought that non-selective adsorption of
lectin by GMA MNWF occurred.
The IDA-EDC MNWF confirmed that the lectin was adsorbed to some extent
through a slight light emission. Similarly, it was confirmed that a small amount of
fluorescent material remained after the elution of the lectin.
NANA MNWF showed the most robust luminescence image, confirming the most
effective lectin adsorption. In the case of NANA MNWF, it was also confirmed that
a small amount of fluorescent material also remained even after lectin was extracted
with SDS solution. Through fluorescence microscopy analysis, NANA MNWF
showed the most robust luminescence image.
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Figure 3- 10. Fluorescent marker lectin adsorption image of functional MNWF at each stage.
(a–c) GMA, IDA-EDC, and NANA MNWF, respectively. (A–C) GMA, IDA-EDC, and NANA
MNWF after fluorescence-labeled lectin adsorption, respectively. (A’–C’) GMA, IDA-EDC, and
NANA MNWF after eluting fluorescently labeled lectin with 0.2 wt.% SDS solution,
respectively. Each MNWF’s dg is 50%.
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3.3.2.2. Aerosol Adsorption
3.3.3.2.1. Adsorption characteristics of each functional MNWF
Since GMA and IDA-EDC MNWF were also capable of adsorption of lectins, the
amount of lectin adsorption of MNWF into which each functional group was
introduced was quantitatively confirmed. Figure 3-9 shows the lectin adsorption
amount of GMA, IDA-EDC, and NANA MNWF at an average dg of 90%. As
demonstrated by the fluorescence image, it was confirmed that a small amount of
non-selective lectin adsorption occurred in GMA MNWF. In the case of IDA-EDC,
lectin adsorption was possible to some extent. However, it was shown at the half
level of NANA MNWF's result, confirming that the sialic acid was introduced
adequately into NANA MNWF with these results.

Figure 3- 11. Lectin adsorption amount difference in each functional nonwoven fabric (each
used functional MNWF’s average dg is 90%).
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3.3.3.2.2. Adsorption characteristics according to change of degree of grafting
As NANA MNWF showed utility for lectin adsorption, the lectin adsorption
amount change of NANA MNWF according to the dg was compared. The difference
in the amount of lectin adsorption according to the dg is shown in Figure 3-10.
The maximum lectin adsorption amount was 59.1% in dg 87% NANA MNWF. This
results from adsorption of 118.2 out of 200 µg of lectin. The maximum adsorption
was observed at dg 87%. However, the lectin adsorption results of NANA MNWF at
dg 40–100% were very similar. NANA MNWF with the lowest dg of 38% used in this
experiment adsorbed 109.7 µg out of a total of 200 µg, showing an adsorption
efficiency of 54.9%. The dg 30–100% results were similar, but it was confirmed that
the adsorption amount decreased in the case of NANA MNWF with a high dg.
These results are similar to studies that attempted to immobilize enzymes on
membranes prepared through radiation-induced graft polymerization [16].
According to the effects of [16], it can be confirmed that the results of the dg 50%
membrane had higher adsorption efficiency when the enzyme was immobilized on
the dg 50% membrane and the dg 100% membrane. This is thought to impede rather
than induce more adsorption about the target if the density of the polymer brush is
too high.
In reference [16] details a membrane experiment with a large usable surface area
to volume ratio. The membrane is a material with many advantages, but the
disadvantage is that the pores are easily clogged, so it is thought that the maximum
efficiency was observed at dg 50%. In our study, since MNWF was used, similar
results were observed at a higher dg because the advantage of MNWF is that the
pores are not easily clogged.
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Figure 3- 12. Dependence of lectin absorption rate on the degree of grafting.
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3.3.3.2.3. Effect of GMA concentration used in the manufacture.
In addition, according to [16], it was confirmed that when the GMA concentration
was changed when the membranes with the same dg were prepared, the length of
the polymer brushes of the membranes prepared at lower GMA concentrations
increased. Therefore, our research selected NANA MNWF with the same dg but
different GMA concentrations during preparation, and the results were compared.
Among the samples used in the lectin adsorption experiment, adsorption efficiency
was compared to the average dg 89% NANA MNWF (manufactured GMA
concentration 4.5%) and the average dg 96% NANA MNWF (manufactured GMA
concentration 7%). There was a 5% difference in average dg. However, this difference
was minimal, and it was judged that the effect on the results would be negligible.
This result is shown in Figure 3-11. Similar to the results in reference [16], in the
case of NANA MNWF manufactured at a GMA concentration of 4.5%, the average
lectin adsorption was about 10 µg higher, which is a difference in adsorption rate of
about 5%. Therefore, in the case of the NANA MNWF proposed here, it can be said
that the use of the MNWF produced at a concentration of 4.5% GMA with a dg of
40–100% showed the best efficiency.

Figure 3- 13. Dependence of average lectin absorption amount on GMA concentration used
in the preparation.

3.4. Conclusion
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In this research, NANA was introduced into MNWF by mimicking the effect of sugar
chain clusters, which are densely present to increase the binding force in the process of
virus adsorption to cells, and an adsorbent that successfully interacts with lectins was
developed. As a functional group for introducing NANA, IDA-EDC was prepared and
used. The introduction of IDA-EDC and NANA was confirmed through FT-IR peak
analysis and SEM images in the MNWF of each step. In addition, to ensure the lectin
adsorption performance in MNWF at each stage, the emission image of the fluorescently
labeled lectin was checked, and the amount of lectin eluted with the SDS solution was
compared. As a result, in the case of NANA MNWF, it was confirmed that the lectin was
efficiently adsorbed. As for the maximum adsorption amount of lectin, 118.2 of 200 µg of
lectin was adsorbed in dg 87% NANA MNWF, showing an adsorption efficiency of 59.1%.
In addition, similar to the reference [16], MNWF, which has an identical dg but has a
low GMA concentration at the time of production, showed a better lectin adsorption
performance. This seems to be affected by the length of the polymer brush.
We confirmed the usefulness of a polymer brush containing sialic acid in this
experiment. However, at the same time, we faced several limits. The first thing that
should be given priority is the discovery of the optimal introduction conditions for IDAEDC and the accurate analysis of the amount of introduction. In this experiment, we
assumed that IDA-EDC reacted 100% with each other through the coupling reaction
before proceeding with the experiment. The molar conversion rate of IDA-EDC was also
calculated under this assumption. Therefore, it is necessary to find a way to calculate
the IDA-EDC coupling result accurately. If this process can be preceded, I think it will
be possible to confirm the amount of sialic acid introduced quantitatively.
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Chapter 4. Summary and Final conclusion.
This thesis studied a new method of imparting functionality to polymer brushes made
of microfiber nonwoven fabrics (MNWF) manufactured by reacting with GMA monomer.
Adsorption of the final target through the polymer brush is usually attempted right after
the functional groups are introduced. However, this time, we attempted to improve the
adsorption performance of the final target by introducing additional adsorption
materials (primary adsorption target) after introducing functional groups into the
polymer brush. The functional groups' selection was based on the association of the
primary and final adsorption targets. The summaries and conclusion in each chapter are
followed below:
Chapter 2 attempted to detect and absorb volatile organic compounds through a
polymer brush with immobilized metal ions, inspired by recently trending research on
detecting and removing volatile organic compounds through metal oxides. The functional
groups to be introduced in the polymer brush were required to be in a form that could
bind to metal ions and VOCs. We found and selected ligands capable of binding to metal
ions and VOCs through the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC) to solve
this problem. The 4-Picolylamine (4-AMP) ligand selected through CCDC was introduced
into a polymer brush at a high molar conversion rate of 63% on average in the range of
30 to 523% of the degree of grafting. In the case of copper ions, which are the primary
adsorption targets for additional functionality, the maximum adsorption amount was
confirmed to be 0.51 mmol/g. This is judged to have shown excellent performance
considering that the maximum adsorption of iminodiacetate functional groups and
copper is 0.42-0.44mmol/g and the maximum adsorption of ethylenediamine functional
groups copper is 0.55mmol/g in another study aimed at copper adsorption. GMA, 4-AMP,
4-AMP-Cu MNWF was used to compare the adsorption performance of acetone, which is
the final adsorption target. 4-AMP-Cu MNWF performed better from each result than
MNWF introduced with other functionalities. In the case of 4-AMP-Cu MNWF, which
introduced copper as additional functionality, when the final target, acetone, was at a
concentration of 50 ppm, 50% of the removal was possible after 10 minutes of reaction.
If this is converted into acetone adsorption amount per weight of adsorbent, the
calculation is 0.04 mmol/g- 4-AMP-Cu-MNWF. This result demonstrates that the results
can be better when the polymer brush is added with additional functionality (primary
adsorption target, copper) than when only functional groups are provided alone.
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Chapter 3, in order to adsorb the influenza virus, a representative infectious virus,
there was an attempt to mimic the way cells bind to the influenza virus. In general,
influenza infection is achieved by binding to sialic acid present in the cell. The reaction
between a single sialic acid and influenza has a weak binding force, and sialic acid exists
in a dense form to supplement the binding force. Existing in this form is called a sugar
chain cluster or a sugar chain polyvalent effect. We tried to reproduce this dense sialic
acid form with a polymer brush. In general, when polymer brushes are manufactured,
polymer brushes' density and length can be controlled through monomer concentration
and reaction time. Therefore, it was estimated that binding to the influenza virus would
be possible if a functional group was introduced into the polymer brush and sialic acid
was introduced. An iminodiacetate group (IDA) with two sites capable of adsorbing
targets was selected as a functional group. Afterward, through coupling with 1-(3dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide

hydrochloride

(EDC),

the

adsorption

performance with substances with amine groups was maximized, which was called IDAEDC. N-acetylneuraminic acid (NANA, sialic acid) was introduced into IDA-EDC, and
the confirmation of NANA introduction was made by comparing luminescence images
upon adsorption fluorescence-treated lectin and quantitative adsorption amount of lectin.
The confirmation of Lectin adsorption amount confirmed that NANA introduced showed
better adsorption, indicating that polymer brushes with additional functions (primary
adsorption targets, sialic acid) showed better adsorption performance than when the only
functional group was introduced alone into polymer brushes.
From the results of each chapter, we suggested that to adsorb the final target, adding
additional functionality through an additional adsorption procedure can give better
results than trying adsorption using only functional groups.
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Chapter 5. Improvement plan and future plan.
Nonwoven fabric, the basic material used in this experiment, is often used as
a basic material in many fields due to its various advantages. Still, it is also one
of the materials with clear limitations. As mentioned in reference [1], regardless
of the type of materials used in the past, if the degree of graft has more than
150%, the durability of the material is limited, and the performance as an
adsorbent often fails. However, with the advancement of science, there have been
many changes in the way materials are made, and the microfiber is woven nonwoven fabric used this time is one such material. The GMA microfiber nonwoven
fabric manufactured by ENEOS is introduced with a GMA polymer brush
without significant deformation up to about 500% of the graft. After introducing
the polymer brush, a substantial change in weight and increased surface area
were confirmed. Still, the appearance was maintained without major
deformation even after adsorption of the ion exchanger and the primary
adsorption target, and the performance as an adsorbent was maintained. In this
experiment, non-woven fabric was used as the most popular adsorbent material,
however, I think it will be valuable to experiment with other materials.
From Chapter 2, it was confirmed that acetone gas adsorption performance
was better when metal ions were immobilized in an ion exchanger in the
development of adsorption and detection materials for volatile organic
compounds. In addition, the possibility of using it as a detection material was in
mind because it has the characteristic of re-emitting the naturally bound acetone
gas. However, since the adsorbent is not conductive, it has been confirmed that
the possibility of its use as a detection material is low. Of course, there is still
room for improvement in how the 4-picolylamine functional group is introduced.
However, the optimal introduction condition of functional groups cannot solve
the conductivity problem of the adsorbent. We believe that these issues can be
facilitated by changing the base material of the adsorbent. Recent research in
the field of materials is showing improved materials than previously existing
materials through the interaction between nanomaterials and polymer
materials. The material properties of the improved material can have better
mechanical strength, solubility, electrical conductivity, optical properties,
scratch resistance, thermal stability, and flame retardancy [2]. Although
improved base materials are being developed for various purposes, electrical
conductivity is recognized as a very important issue in the bio, battery industry,
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and chemical sensor fields, and work to improve it is continuing [2-6]. We think
that through the preparation of these materials and the improvement of
functionality through the polymer brush, the problem of electrical conductivity,
which was regrettable in this experiment, can be solved.

In subsequent

experiments, it is essential to determine the optimal conditions for introducing
4-picolylamine and confirm the selectivity in introducing metal ions. Similarly,
since acetone was selected as the initial target for VOCs and its potential was
confirmed with satisfactory performance, it is also necessary to confirm the
adsorption properties of other VOCs. As a subsequent procedure, we plan first
to check the adsorption properties of other VOCs. Adsorption of acetone, a ketone,
has been confirmed, but adsorption of aldehyde groups has not been confirmed
yet. Therefore, as a future goal, we plan to check the adsorption properties of
formaldehyde, a representative VOCs. If the optimal functional group
introduction conditions, metal ion immobilization selectivity, and VOCs
adsorption selectivity are confirmed, the experiment will proceed based on a
material with electrical conductivity rather than a microfiber nonwoven fabric.
In this case, it seems that the manufactured material can also be expected to
function as a sensor.
From Chapter 3, we could confirm the introduction of sialic acid through the
amount of lectin adsorption. However, in the case of the functional group
produced by the coupling reaction, it wasn't easy to quantitatively measure the
amount introduced. In this experiment, we conducted this experiment under the
assumption that IDA and EDC reacted 100% through the 72h coupling reaction
of IDA-EDC. However, there is still no evidence that a 100% reaction was
achieved. Therefore, first, it is necessary to check whether all changes in IDAEDC have occurred through the coupling reaction. First, as EDC was introduced
to better react with sialic acid, it is necessary to compare the amount of NANA
introduced with IDA-EDC and IDA. After that, it is thought that the optimal
coupling reaction time of IDA-EDC and accurate measurement of the
introduction amount will be possible to some extent by changing the coupling
reaction time of IDA-EDC and conducting the experiment. In addition, since
WGA lectin was used as a substitute for the influenza virus in this experiment,
the adsorption potential of the influenza virus is very high. Still, it is difficult to
determine the exact adsorption level of the influenza virus. Therefore, it is
necessary to try to adsorb the influenza virus directly. In addition to these points,
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as mentioned above, it is seemed that possible to increase efficiency by using a
more improved base material.
Experiments on granting functionality through polymer brushes are among
the oldest research fields. However, in line with the development of science, its
usage and application methods are also continuously developing. Our study is
an example of how to use a polymer brush application, and we believe that it has
provided an appropriate guide as to how to apply it. In addition to the methods
presented by us, numerous applications are being proposed in the field of sensors
[7-10] and virus adsorption [11-13].
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